
So, since starting and seeing what might happen back in 2019 of early 
summer, I kind of place bets on a thing that is often mocked, parodied on 
youtube, and whatever so-called stupid things people think of it. I just went for
it.
And after half a year, and more or less apparently got to Level 1 (and lost the 
official of it due to some issues on maintaining a key aspect of it)
here is a several notes on what I learned and you might be able to apply to 
your own life.

Understand the position of the Pipeline you in.
The project or thing you are working on is at times bigger than the

assignment you are given. It may well be part of a series of works and you
are either the early, mid, or even stage of the project your client is trying to

build. So, in a way it pays to know where you are and perhaps what the client
will expect of you as you work on it. 

Look at the bigger picture.

Do your Client Right
Focus on creating Products or Services that will solve your client's problems,
and it better be the best of it's kind in the market. So, to give it context, in my

case. I just sketch on a almost pro-level of robots and machines and they
tend to be conceptual serving as a base for their designers, developers, or
detailed illustrator. If your work is lacking, learn to fix and adjust the issue

while time allots. 

It's going to help out not on the metrics, but personal reputation you will bring
to the table .

Your client came for your product and services
focus on your Product and Services you want to offer, this doesn't only apply

to fiverr, but business in general.Sure, it's maybe tempting to use social
media, but in reality it doesn't have an effect on your bottom-line unless you
are trying to make it as an so-called influence(and they might not be viable

long-term too) What most people online when shopping for is either. Product
or Services, and oftentimes stuff you can only find online. So, in a way you

want to not only create a product that is great and solves and helps the client
get somewhere, hopefully their next level. 

And to top it off, it better be unique in a sense that others can't really copycat
off you so easily, it would be a complete cover blow, so learn to cultivate your

personal signature on these products and services.

Learn to Improvise
Chances are, you will run into problems, and often too if it's a large and



complex project. So, focus on things like having results oriented action and
just get it done somehow. Early orders of mine managed to get me more work
than I expected. But also, if the client is cool with you, just ask for more time.

Time is your best bet for solving the complex issue, throwing more money
wont solve it if the thing isn't complete by the deadline. 

It's okay To leave money on the table sometimes-be on the good
lookout for Better Opportunities

So, this is a bit of a strange thing, since it's kind of a counter intuitive thing.
Sometimes, you will be approached by rather attractive offerings, but

logically. It wont work. either because the nature or it is too technical, or the
assignment is substantially above your level and you can't train or improve on
time to tackle it. The whole thing wont' work, because it won't work no matter
how you look at it, the odds are too stacked against you and time wont allow

it too.
For example, I did turn down assignments worth $200 or so, but the problem
is the workload and the time and level of work simply outweighed the benefits
and the costs would be too high, I had to pass up on a few of these since they

were too above my league.
But, there is good news too. There is always opportunities. And if you know
what you want, chances are, you will find them easily. It's not so much about

having the most Money per order, but working on things that is within my
niche, my interests, and can be done relatively quickly and the offerings is

enough.
To simplify-you have too much on your plate during the time, out of your

league. and you have an agenda to tend to.
and sometimes, better opportunities comes

Time is Money-But have Buffer
Learn to work effectively and efficiently. You can be good at your craft. But,
it's not worth much if it's doesn't get stuff done on time and the execution

should be spot on too. Learning to draw fast and with precision is something I
learned to do practicing so often for years.

when it comes to making things for clients, you want to think about the
following, can you get complex stuff on time?

 It's good to have a day or two to buffer, and ask additional time if the order is
too rushed. It's like an insurance policy.

Have a pre-order briefing
Before you get into the fray. Assess. just get to know what your getting into.

So, in my case, I tend to ask for the two things. What is it? and how urgent is
it? Usually that will allow me to gauge what I'm getting into. And, sometimes, I

do a bit of free work for them to see if they like my demonstration. In some



rare cases, I just learned to back-out early since it's way out of my scope.

TimeZones and Areas
They might be sleeping or something, so keep in mind, there maybe delays in

what is going on out there. 

Learn to be courteous in their off hours and focus on the project to get it
done. Avoid rambling.

____________________________________________________________

if you had your 2 cents on this kind of post. Consider the following.

Follow via email list or share this with those in your circle.

and to those who wants my services. Fiverr is here.

https://mailchi.mp/79ff32e9fefb/yutacustoms
https://www.fiverr.com/yutacustoms0

